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Preface

1. Purpose of Standard

This standard specifies HAS-160(Hash Algorithm Standard) that provides methods

to compress bit strings with arbitrary lengths into a hash code with fixed

lengths(160 bits).

2. Recommended Recommendations and/or Standards

2.1 International Standards

ISO/IEC 10118-1(1994) : Information Technology-Security techniques

Hash functions - Part 1 General

ISO/IEC 10118-2(1994) : Information Technology-Security techniques

Hash functions - Part 2 : Hash functions

using an n-bit block cipher algorithm

ISO/IEC 10118-3(1996) : Information Technology-Security techniques

Hash functions - Part 3 Dedicated hash function

ISO/IEC 10118-4(1996) : Information Technology-Security techniques

Hash functions - Part 4 Hash functions

using modular arithmetic

2.2 Domestic Standards : KIS 133 : Hash function Standard / Framework

2.3 Other Standards : None

3. Relationship to International Standards

3.1 The Relationship of international standards : None

3.2 Additional requirements to the international standard : None
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4. The statement of intellectual Property Rights : None

5. The Statement of conformance testing and certification : None

6. The history of standard

Edition Issue Date Contents

The 1st edition 1998. 10. 27. Established

The 2nd edition 2000. 12. 20. Revised
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TTA Standard TTAS.KO-12.0011/R1

2000. 12. 20.

HASH FUNCTION STANDARD - PART 2:

HASH FUNCTION ALGORITHM STANDARD(HAS-160)

1. Introduction

Hash algorithm, as algorithm that compresses a certain length of bit row into a

fixed output value, satisfies the following features;

1. It is impossible to calculate input value for the given output in view of

calculation.

2. It is impossible to find another input which will generate the same output for

the given input in view of calculation.

Most hash algorithm used in crypto application is required to have not only

these two features but also much stronger collision resistance than these.

That is,

3. It is impossible to find two different input messages that generate the same

output in view of calculation.(collision-resistance).

The collision resistance of crypto hash algorithm is an essential requirement

for non-repudiation service to prevent falsification by the third party but

sender in digital signature.

Hash algorithm can be divided into the hash algorithm based on block cipher

algorithm such as DES and the leased hash algorithm. The algorithm using block

cipher algorithm has an advantage that it can use already implemented block

cipher algorithm but the speed of most block cipher algorithm is not fast and in

case of the hash algorithm that uses basic function, its speed is much lower than

block cipher algorithm, therefore today, in most applications, leased hash algorithm

is mainly used.
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Most leased has algorithm is calculated through add. division, loop operation

process. A certain length of message X to make it multiple of input unit is added

and then divided into t number of input block((X1,⋯ ,Xt).

Hash code is calculated by repeatedly applying to compression function after

initializing chain variable into a given initialization value(IV). its process is described

as followings.

Here, f is compression function of h, Hi is calculation value in the middle of

stage i-1 and stage i.

2. Scope

The hash algorithm defined in this standard can be used for digital signature that

provides information protect service such as authentication, integrity and

non-repudiation in telecommunication network environment. Or, according to this

standard, it can be used for checking whether implementation results are proper

when developing telecommunication equipments and applications.
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3. References

KIS 133 : Hash Function Standard/Basic Structure

4. Definitions

Definitions below are used in this standard respecting those in the governed

standard.

A. Adding : Add additional bits to a certain data row

B. Digital Signature : Data that is generated cryptologically, or additional data to

prove data originating source and integrity, and to prevent falsification for

data recipient.

C. Collision resistance hash algorithm : hash algorithm whose feature is

represented by the fact that it is impossible to find two different input data

rows that have the same output(Hash code) in view of calculation.

D. Hash Code : Output bit row of hash algorithm

E. Hash algorithm : Function that makes data row match to a fixed length of

hash code satisfying two features below.

1) It is impossible to find data rows generating the same hash code with a

give hash code in view of calculation.

2) It is impossible to find another data rows generating the same hash code

with a give hash code in view of calculation.

F. Word : 32 bit row

G. Block : Input bit number of compression function in hash algorithm(512bit)
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5. Notations and Conventions

5.1 General symbol and notation

Symbols notated in English Capital letters are not negative numbers but integer

values or corresponding bit rows. Symbols used in this standard are as followings.

+ : Addition operation in which the value between words is 232 .

X<<S : Operation to circulate and move X to the left as far as s bit.

,￢ ∨, ∧, : NOT, OR, AND, XOR operation by bit

H0 ,H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 : Chain variable

Kj : 32 bit constant which is used in operation of stage j

fj : Boolean function which is used in operation of stage j

s1(j), s2(j) : Amount(bit number) circulated and moved which is used in

operation of stage j

A += B : Input the value of A + B to A for a certain A and B

5.2 Conversion between bit row and word

In internal operation of standard hash algorithm, operation between 32 bit of

integers. That is, a certain length of bit row converts into 32 bit word row, its

result is converted into bit row of 160 bit and then, hash code is output.

Therefore, little-endian conversion is needed between bit row and word row. In this

standard, the following little-endian conversion is used.

A. Conversion between bit row of 32 bit and word

Bit row of 32 bit is considered as word row of 4 bite and the first bite

becomes the lowest level bite. For example, bit row

10101101 01101011 11001001 10101110 = ad6bc9ae

becomes W = aec96bad in 32 bit word. This is the same with the result of

operation in which the 4 bit word row above is type cast into unsigned long

in little-endian computer.
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B. When converting a certain length of bit row into 32 bit word row, consider

this bit row as bite row and the first 4 bite as the first word and repeat this

conversion process converting the second bite into the second word and so

on. For example, bit row

10101101 01101011 11001001 10101110 00111111 01011001 01000110

= ad6bc9ae3f5946

becomes aec96bad 0046593f in 32 bit word row.

C. When converting 32 bit word row to bit row, reverse the processes of A and

B.

D. 64 bit integer Z=232X + Y(0≤X, Y<232 ) is converted into 32 bit word row (Y,

X). That is, low level 32 bit becomes the first word.
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6. Techniques of HAS-160

6.1. Overall Structure

Standard hash algorithm generates 160 bit output by processing a certain length

of input message into 512 bit block unit. Compression function consists of all 4

rounds and 80 stages and chain variables calculating hash code are 5. Also, the

number of message variable to be applied to each round becomes 20 including 16

words created from 512 bit input block and 4 words additionally created from

those.

When message M is input, standard hash algorithm makes this M in multiple of

5123 bit through addition process and then, divides it by 512bit block Mi (0≤i<t).

After each block is compressed through such a process as seen in the picture

below and done final block process, chain variables H0 ,H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 are

converted into bit rows. And the converted ones become hash codes.

Renew internal variable
A,B,C,D,E by stage
operation(4 rounds, 80

stages)

Initialize H0, H1.H2, H3. H4

Output
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6.2. Input Block Length and Addition

Input message is processed in 512 bit unit. After filling the needed numbers of

“0” next to “1” to make its block length 448 bit for the last message block, enter

the integer value calculated the previous message length before adding in 264

method for the last 64 bit. For example, suppose that input message is given in

the following bit row.

10100010 00111001 11100101 01101011 11001001 10001010 10011101

Since the length of this bit row is 56, make it in 448 bit by adding 391 numbers

of 0 and enter 56 = 111000 for the rest of 64 bit. Therefore, from the result, 32

bit word row of 512 bit is given as following;

6.3 Initial Value

In this standard hash algorithm, the values used in initialization of chain variable

are notated in hexadecimal as below.
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6.4 Constant

The constants to be used in operations on each stage are notated in

hexadecimal as below. These constants take irrational number, integer part of

, , .

Kj = 00000000 ( 0≤j≤19: Round 1)

Kj = 5a827999 (20≤j≤39: Round 2)

Kj = 6ed9eba1 (40≤j≤59: Round 3)

Kj = 8f1bbcdc (60≤j≤79: Round 4)

6.5. Preparing Message Variable

Each 512bit message block Mi can be converted into 16 words-X[0], X[1] ,…

X[15]- according to conversion rules by bits and words, and additional 4 message

variables ()- X[16], X[17], X[18], X[19] are created from 16 words. The order in

which message variables to be input to stage operations of each round is given as

the table below. 4 additional variables X[16], X[17], X[18], X[19] are used in

10th, 15th, 0, 5th stage operation of each round and their values are calculated

with XOR values of message variables used in 0-4, 6-9, 11-14, 16-19 stage

operations of each round. For example, X[16], X[17], X[18], X[19] of the second

round are calculated as followings;
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i round 1 round 2 round 3 round 4

0 X[18] X[18] X[18] X[18]

1 X[0] X[3] X[12] X[7]

2 X[1] X[6] X[5] X[2]

3 X[2] X[9] X[14] X[13]

4 X[3] X[12] X[7] X[8]

5 X[19] X[19] X[19] X[19]

6 X[4] X[15] X[0] X[3]

7 X[5] X[2] X[9] X[14]

8 X[6] X[5] X[2] X[9]

9 X[7] X[8] X[11] X[4]

10 X[16] X[16] X[16] X[16]

11 X[8] X[11] X[4] X[15]

12 X[9] X[14] X[13] X[10]

13 X[10] X[1] X[6] X[5]

14 X[11] X[4] X[15] X[0]

15 X[17] X[17] X[17] X[17]

16 X[12] X[7] X[8] X[11]

17 X[13] X[10] X[1] X[6]

18 X[14] X[13] X[10] X[1]

19 X[15] X[0] X[3] X[12]

For the sake of convenience, let's notate the message variables to be used in

stage operation j as X[l(j)]. Then according to the above table, l(j) is as follows.
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6.6. Boolean Function

Three boolean functions is used, and the boolean functions used in each stage

operation j are as follows.

fj(x, y, z) = (x∧y)∨( x￢ ∧z) (0≤j≤19: Round 1)

fj(x, y, z) = x y z (20≤j≤39, 60≤j≤79: Round 2, 4)

fj(x, y, z) = y (x∨￢z) (40≤j≤59: Round 3)

That is, the same boolean function is used in each round, and equal boolean

function is used in round 2 and 4.

6.7. Amount of Circular Movement

The circular movement amount s1 and s2 needed in each stage operation j is

defined as blow.

Circular movement amount s1 is applied in the same order in each round and

circular movement amount s2 is applied with the same value in each round.
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6.8. Stage Operation

The stage operations of each j are defined as blow. (Refer to the picture

below).

6.9. Renewal Process of Chain Variable

After completing compression function operations of 4 rounds and 80 stages,

renew chain variables H0 ~ H4 by adding those results A,B,C,D,E to chain variables

H0 ~ H4.

H0 += A, H1 += B, H2 += C, H3 += D, H4 += E
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6.10. Hash Code Output

When all 512 bit message blocks are processes, chain variables H0 ~ H4 are

converted into word row according to the conversion rules by words and bits

described in chapter 5.2 and then, output in hash code. When each variable Hi is

given as Hi = hi3 hi2 hi1 hi0 (hij is bit row of 8 bit), hash code becomes as the bit

row blow.
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7. Design Criteria for HAS-160

This hash algorithm standard is designed based on design principles and

analyses for existing NID4 related hash algorithm. Compression function's overall

structure, addition, initial value and constant are similar to other hash algorithm.

Here, several design standards are described based on special features of hash

algorithm as below.

7.1. Message Variable Process

Since most of existing attacks are caused by simple applications of message

variables, it is designed for one message variable to affect on various stages. The

process in SHA-1, where a message word is created by using the total of 4

already-input message words, which will be input in each stage, is a good

example to show this but, since too complicate method may affect on its

effectiveness, it is designed to ensure fast implement as well as sufficient

application frequencies of message variables.

Not only 4 additional message variables are created by doing XOR different 4

message variables out of 16 message variables in each round but also each

message application becomes different by differentiating composition of the

message variables done XOR to improve the simplicity. This standard hash

algorithm refers the application order of message variables to the design standard

of RIPEMD-160 and makes each message variable applied in a fixed interval with

the same frequencies. Especially, additional message variables earned by XOR

values of 4 message variables are regularly arranged in “{X[16], X[17], X[18],

X[19]}” application order to make them applied in a sufficient interval(more than 5

stages) with 4 message variables to be done XOR. In addition, the same message

variables are not applied next to each other in each round. Different value of

circular movement amount is applied in each round.
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7.2. Stage Operation

Stage operations basically use SHA-1. This is because SHA-1 stage operation

method shows much stronger resistance to existing well-known attacks and it also

has many advantages in paralleling or pipeline processing.

7.3. Boolean Function

The Boolean function used in stage operation uses the functions which use the

numbers less than 3 as unit operation numbers for calculation among 3-variable

Boolean functions widely used in existing MD4 related hash algorithm (The first

Boolean function can be calculated as following: (x∧y)∨( x￢ ∧z) = (x∧(y∨z))∨z).)

For reference, unit operation numbers represent the needed operation numbers in

Boolean function when ,∨,∧, is considered as the same unit operation. The

Boolean function used in Round 1 satisfies SAC(Strict Avalanche Criterion) and has

2, the biggest non-linear degree of 3-variable Boolean functions. The Boolean

function used in Round 3 does not satisfy SAC but has the biggest value 2. Since

the Boolean functions used in Round 2 and 4 have the lowest calculation values,

they are double used among other Boolean functions with high non-linear degrees.
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7.4. Conversion between word row and integer

This standard hash algorithm has 32 bit processor as its infra structure and is

designed based on little-endian structure computer. Therefore, in big-endian

structure such as most workstations, the bit order of message words should be

reversed. This is according to the development trend of hash algorithm and this is

because in general most MD4 related hash algorithms are designed in 32 bit

little-endian structure.
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Annex 1. Pseudo-code of HAS-160

1.1 Definition

Suppose that the message to be hashed consists of t numbers of 512bit block

{Mi} (0≤i<t)(Here, the last message block is a 512 bit block created by adding

448 bit message and 64 bit message length through addition process.) Each

message block of stage i consists of 16 words Mi = {Xi[j]} (0≤j<16) converted

into 32 bit integer according to the conversion rule between bit row and integer.

Functions and constants fj, Kj, s1(j), s2(j), l(j) used in each stage operation of

stage i are defined as below j;

Boolean function and round constant□

Circular movement amount□

Message variable application order□
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1.2 Pseudo Code

Input : assuming that input message M was converted into {Xi[j]} (0≤i<t, 0≤j<16),

32 bit word row with 16t through adding process.

Output : output after converting 32 bit word row, H0,H1,H2,H3,H4 into bit row in

each turn
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Annex 2. Test values

Annex 2.1 reference values
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Annex 2.2 detailed example 1
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HASH
code
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Annex 2.3 detailed example 2
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HASH
code
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